Series parallel switch box mod

Our Lead Times are slightly extended. Please give us extra time to complete your order. Thank
you for your understanding. This explains why all humbuckers sound big, bold, and beefy. But,
what if you wanted to make your humbuckers sound more like a strat? For instance, the White
hot leads are attached to the switch, and the Black leads are attached to Ground. Series wiring
gives the signal a much greater distance to travel. The signal, having to travel a greater
distance, experiences more resistance, thus getting bigger and beefier as a result. This is our
standard series wiring. Different manufacturers have different color codes. When Pushed Down,
your humbucker is working normally â€” in series. When pulled up, your Humbucker is wired in
Parallel. White and Black are not connected to anything, leaving them out of the switch for the
moment. Are you talking about simple switching? If you have a 3 Way Toggle switch, the middle
position puts both pickups in Parallel. This mod puts the humbucker itself into parallel. Will a
push-pull pot mod and this Parallel set up work? Currently, the hot s from my pickups go to the
3 way toggle first. In this diagram they would go to the dpdt first, then the 3 way toggle? At that
point, would the 3 way go to the output jack of the guitar? If I have an HSS strat, can this be
accomplished by wiring the tone pot that is connected to the Humbucker rather than wiring the
volume pot? I adjusted the switch so that the 2 single coils have a tone control, and the
humbucker has a separate tone control. Sure thing. Your email address will not be published.
Previous Next. Tone-Talk, Ep. Is it possible to do this mod with single dpdt that puts both neck
and bridge in parallel? Hey Dan, Are you talking about simple switching? What pot should we
use when having a humbucker in parallel mode: k or k? If you want this option for both pickups,
you have to wire both to the same dpdt switch? Paul, Sure thing. Leave a Reply Cancel reply
Your email address will not be published. Unregulated Box Mods are a type of Mechanical Mod ,
simply in the form of a box rather than a tube allowing batteries to be placed in either parallel or
series and therefore categorized separately. Because of this all Mechanical Mods box or tube
can be potentially hazardous and are recommended for more experienced Vapers only. Vaping
Business Ads. Vape Business for Sale. Vaping Jobs. Vaping Services offered. Want to Buy.
WTB - Box Mod. WTB - ejuice. WTB - Mechanical Mods. WTB - Other. WTB - Vape Tank. Want to
Trade. Want To Trade - Box Mod. Want To Trade - E-Juice. Want To Trade - Mechanical Mod.
Want to Trade - Other. Want to Trade - Vape Tank. WTS - eJuice. PG Propylene Glycol eJuice.
VG Vegetable Glycerin eJuice. WTS - Ejuice Oil. WTS - Mixed eJuice. WTS - Vape Accessories.
Vape Storage Cases. Vape Wire. WTS - Mod Enclosures. WTS - Replacement Coils. WTS - Vape
Batteries. WTS - Vape Device. WTS - Mechanical Mods. WTS - Vape Pens. WTS - Cartomizers.
WTS - Clearomizers. Vapefly Siegfried. Brand new open box Vapefly Siegfried tube mod. Mesh
and regular coils can be used and are included. Flawless Tuglyfe Series Box Mod. Selling a
Flawless Tuglyfe series box mod. I have only used it about 6 times. It is in excellent condition
and hits hard. An awesome [â€¦]. Executive Full Mechanical Box Mod. It is a dual parallel or
series box mod. All [â€¦]. Cutlass Full Mechanical Dual Mod. It is a dual parallel mod. I have [â€¦].
Lot of 3 mods, in green, red, and blue. All are new in unopened packages. Smok marshal g.
Never used. Did remove the seal of the package but have never attached a tank. Vicious Ant
spade We still use our simple yet [â€¦]. Purge side piece full copper vape mod, comes with a
30mm twisted messes M30 atomizer. The remi by vaping outlaws. Beauty and brawn, the Remi
is everything that you would want in a box mod. Available in two [â€¦]. It was designed to be
compact, lightweight and powerful. Unregulated squonk mod that Runs off of 1 [â€¦]. WTS â€”
Deathwish modz serial box and deathtrap setup. Both boxed in original boxes with certified.
Death trap 30mm Deathwish modz serial box. An extremely versatile device. Unregulated box
mods have come a long way in the last few years. Enthusiasts still appreciate them for their
simplicity, but now many of these mods come with additional features beyond just raw battery
power. There are countless options available that provide a similar experience while being
much safer for beginners. This list is for the experienced hobbyist who is aware of all the safety
parameters and technical details that go with direct output devices. The versatile Wismec
Luxotic MF Box can be modified by the user to run as a squonker, a regulated or an unregulated
mod. It runs on either a single or dual parallel cells. It features an internal locking switch and
reverse battery protection. It also utilizes replaceable side panels for a customizable look. For
the price, it is a solid option for a dual-battery unregulated box mod. It accepts dual batteries
and runs in full mech series mode. The device features a bottom-sliding battery door and
adjustable copper contacts. The ergonomic recessed Delrin firing switch has a short but firm
throw. Jaybo and Wismec broke new ground with the original Noisy Cricket. Their follow-up is a
device that can be run in parallel or series, with series mode also giving the option of voltage
adjustment. The Noisy Cricket II D25 also has a comfortable firing button and will fit devices up
to 25 mm in diameter. The Silver Stream Titan V3 Splatter is powered by dual s and comes in
parallel and series editions. Constructed out of a strong cast aluminum material. It has a
magnetic battery lid that is easy to remove due to a clever design. Fits flush with all of your

atomizers with a spring-loaded pin. The Suicide X collection features some of the best-looking
3D printed mods out there. Combining a wide variety of pop culture designs with a lightweight
body made out of quality materials, the Suicide X is a series mechanical box mod that packs a
punch in style. It has a smooth switch and supports up to 30 mm attys. Unregulated mods
demand user knowledge of ohms law, lithium-ion battery safety, and electrical conductivity.
While the term used to refer to mechanical mods â€” or mods without electronic features â€”
products that have come out over the past couple years have expanded the meaning of the
term. Unregulated box mods can come in various forms, from single or multi-battery mods with
or without electronic safety protections, series or parallel battery configurations, squonk mods ,
mechanical mods, or some variation in between. From a safety perspective, unregulated box
mods will typically belong to one of two main categories:. Unprotected mech unregulated mods
do not have any protective features â€” pressing the fire button will complete the circuit,
supplying the atomizer with the raw power of the batteries. Proceed with caution and make sure
you are aware of the safety precautions before using an unprotected device. Protected
unregulated mods incorporate some safety mechanisms that may vary from MOSFETs , to
soldered wiring up to simple chipsets. These devices are considered relatively safer than
unprotected mods but will still require some caution. In parallel battery configuration , the
batteries are working side-by-side with the positive terminals wired together and the negative
terminals wired together. You generally will not find any actual wires inside the mod. In parallel
battery configuration, the resulting voltage is the equivalent to one of the batteries â€” for
example 3. In a parallel circuit, current is split evenly between the two cells, effectively doubling
the maximum CDR max continuous discharge rating available to the coil and also doubling your
battery capacity run time compared to a single battery. So, with two amp cells with mAh
capacity run in parallel, the max current available would be 40 amps, and the capacity mAh. A
series battery configuration is just as described: the batteries are placed or connected
end-to-end, one after another. The most common example of series battery usage outside of
vaping would be a dual battery flashlight. In a series configuration, the resulting voltage is
additive â€” for example 3. The current in the circuit, however, is limited to the maximum CDR of
a single battery since the same current is pulled through both batteries. For these reasons,
series battery configurations require much higher resistance builds â€” ideally over 0. Lastly,
the life of our series configuration would also be the equivalent of a single battery. Safety first!
Regardless of which configuration you decide on, always use a new pair of batteries, and keep
them married. Mixing batteries of different brand, age, and capacity can be disastrous,
especially in a series configuration. Both batteries in either configuration MUST be capable of
delivering the required current simultaneously, if one battery cannot keep up, a thermal
runaway may result in a battery venting or explosion. Even with newly married batteries, the
CDR of your cells is another critical factor. Always build according to your battery limits,
leaving some leeway for extra safety. An unregulated mod has more risks associated with it
than a regulated mod. Regulated mods have a plethora of safety features like reverse polarity,
over-heat protection, battery-heat monitoring, coil-type recognition, atomizer resistance limits,
and more. If you answered no to any no to any part of thatâ€¦. It is strongly recommended that
you stick to regulated mods. There are countless options for regulated mods with a wide range
of capabilities. Most have a variety of battery safety features and they can keep most
user-errors to nothing more than a warning message on a digital display. Best Products. Best
Vape Mods Last updated: February 10, Our seven favorite unregulated mods and a guide to the
different types of unregulated mods available. Wismec Luxotic MF Box. What is an unregulated
mod? Different types of unregulated mods. Unprotected vs. From a safety perspective,
unregulated box mods will typically belong to one of two main categories: Unprotected mech
unregulated mods do not have any protective features â€” pressing the fire button will complete
the circuit, supplying the atomizer with the raw power of the batteries. Series vs. Parallel Mods.
This is a critical factor that can make a dramatic difference in the performance of the mod. Are
unregulated mods dangerous? If you answered no to any no to any part of thatâ€¦ It is strongly
recommended that you stick to regulated mods. Best Beginner Vapes in May 13, 1. Nov 2, Does
this make sense? While I would appreciate any tonal feedback you guys could give, this is
much more for my own learning of how the wiring would work. Do I wire the pots the variable
resistor way or the voltage sweep way? May 13, 2. May 14, 3. Jan 2, 14 Megameters from Groong
Tehp. If your bridge pickup is not a hum-canceling version, putting it in series with the split-coil
pickup will just make it noisier. May 14, 4. So I'm using the Split P from dimarzio, so I guess you
count each of them as se
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parate humbuckers. Can you possibly explain to me why you can't have both switches? I seem
to remember watching a vid of a guy with a PJ bass having this same mod, would go parallel
split coils and have those parallel to the j bridge to get that jazz bass sound, but also have
series split coils and a series switch between pickups to get a lot of output from both pickups.
Maybe I'm very wrong tho Here are some related products that TB members are talking about.
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